Automated analyses for regression test selection (RTS) attempt to determine if a modified program, when run on a test t, will have the same behavior as an old version of the program run on t, but without running the new program on t. RTS analyses must confront a price/performance tradeoff: a more precise analysis might be able to eliminate more tests, but could take much longer to run.
Introduction
The goal of regression test selection (RTS) analysis is to answer the following question as inexpensively as possible:
Given test input t and programs old and new, does new(t) have the same observable behavior as old(t)?
Of course, it is desired to answer this question without running program new on test t. RTS analysis uses static analysis of programs old and new in combination with dynamic information (such as coverage information) collected about the execution old(t) in order to Permission to make digital/hard copies of all or part of this material for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appe,'u', and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to rep.ublish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires specific permtsslon and/or fee. ISSTA 98 Clearwater Beach Florida USA Copyright 1998 0-89791-971-8/98/03..$5.00 make this determination. An RTS algorithm either selects a test for re-testing or eliminates the test.
Static analyses for RTS come in many varieties: some examine the syntactic structure of a program [6] ; others use control flow or control dependence information [11, 12] ; more ambitious analyses examine the def-use chains or flow dependences of a program [9, 5] . Typically, each of these analyses is more precise than the previous, but at a greater cost.
A safe (conservative) RTS analysis never eliminates a test t if new(t) has different behavior than old(t).
A safe algorithm may select some test when it could have been eliminated.
We focus on the application of control flow analysis to safe regression testing (from now on we will use CRTS to refer to "Controlflow-based RTS"). Previous work has improved the precision of CRTS analysis but left open the question of what the limit of such analyses are. CRTS can be improved in two ways: by increasing the precision of the analysis applied to the control flow graph representations of programs old and new, or by increasing the precision of the dynamic information recorded about the execution old(t). We will address both issues and the interactions between them.
Our results are threefold:
• (Section 3) Building on recent work in CRTS by Rothermel and Harrold [12] , we show a strong relationship between CRTS, deterministic finite state automata, and the intersection of regular languages. We define the intersection graph of two control flow graphs, which precisely captures the goal of CRTS and forms the basis for a family of CRTS algorithms, parameterized by what dynamic information is collected about
old(t).
• (Section 4) We consider the power of CRTS when the dynamic information recorded about old(t) is edge coverage (i.e., whether or not each edge of old's control flow graph was executed). We define a strong optimality condition (edgeoptimality) for CRTS algorithms based on edge coverage. We then reformulate Rothermel and Harrold's CRTS algorithm in terms of the intersection graph and present three new algorithms that improve on it, culminating in an edge-optimal algorithm. The first algorithm eliminates a test whenever the Rothermel/Harrold algorithm does, and safely eliminates more tests in general, at the same cost. The next two algorithms are even more precise, but at greater computational cost.
• (Section 5) By recording path coverage information about old(t) rather than edge coverage, we can improve upon edgeoptimal algorithms. However, if path profiling is limited to tracking paths of a bounded length (which is motivated by con-ceres of ef5 ciency), then an adversary will always be able to choose a p~ogram new that will cause any CRTS algorithm based on path coverage to fail. Section 6 review., related work and Section 7 summarizes the paper.
Background
We assume a star dard imperative language such as C, C++, or Java in which the control flow graph of a procedure P is completely determined at corn z fie time. In P's control flow graph G, each vertex represents a bas:i : block of instructions and each edge represents a control transitkn between blocks. The translation of an abstract syntax tree representation of a procedure into its control flow graph representation is ~¢e2l known [1] . Since G is an executable representation of P, w~.
• will talk about executing both P and G on a test t.
We now define s~me graph terminology that will be useful in the sequel.
Let G = (V, E, ~, x) be a directed control flow graph with vertices V, edges E, a unique entry vertex s, from which all vertices are reachable, and exit vertex x, which has no successors and is reachable from all w.~rtices. A vertex v is labelled with BB(v), the code of the basic l~lock it contains. Two different vertices may have identical labels. It is often convenient to refer to a vertex by its label and we will often 50 so, distinguishing vertices with identical labels when necessary.
An edge e = v -t w connects source vertex v to target vertex w via a directed ed.~. e labelled I. where vi is the sot rce vertex of edge ei (for 1 < i < n), Vn+l is the target vertex of e~, and li is the label of edge ei (for 1 < i < n). Given a path p of n edges (and n+ 1 vertices), let pv[i] be the i th vertex (1 < i _< n-~ 1), and let pl[i] be the i th edge label (1 < i < n).
Paths beginning at a designated vertex (for our purposes, the entry vertex s) are equiwLlently represented by a sequence of basic blocks and labels (rather t!aan a sequence of edges or vertices and labels): A complete path is a path from s to x.
Figure I shows two programs P and U and their corresponding control flow graphs G and G t. For both G and G ~, the entry vertex is s = A and the exit vertex is x = X. The label of a vertex v denotes its basic block BB (v) . Graph G has one occurrence of basic block C while graph G ~ has two occurrences of C. The graph G" is the intersection graph of G and G ~ and is discussed next.
CRTS and the Intersection Graph
In control flow analysis, the graphical structure of a program is analyzed, but the semantics of the statements in a program are not, except to say whether or not two statements are textually identical. This implies that CRTS algorithms must assume that every complete path through a graph is potentially executable (even though there may be unexecutable paths The following simple definition (a restatement of that found in [11 ] ) precisely captures the power of CRTS:
If graph G run on input t (denoted by G(t)) traverses complete path p and graph G ~ contains complete path p~ identical to p, then Gt(t) will traverse path p~ and have the same observable behavior as G(t).
The above definition translates trivially into the most precise and computationally expensive CRTS algorithm: record the complete execution path of G(t) (via code instrumentation that traces the path [4] ) and compare it to the control flow graph of G t to determine if the path exists there. We will see later in Section 5 that any algorithm that does not record the complete execution path of G(t) can be forced, by an adversary choosing an appropriate graph G ~, to select a test that could have been eliminated.
We observe that a control flow graph G may be viewed as a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) with start state s and final state x that accepts the language L(G), the set of all complete paths in G.
More precisely, a control flow graph G has a straightforward interpretation as a DFA in which each vertex v in V corresponds to two states, Vl and v2. These states are connected by a state transition vl ~sB(v) v2, labelled by BB(v). Edges in E are also interpreted as state transitions: an edge v --~l w is interpreted as a state transition 1:2 ----)'l w1. The alphabet of the DFA is the union of all basic blocks and all edge labels, Sl is the start state, and x2 is the final state. The DFA recognizes precisely the complete paths of G. Rather than 2The exit vertex x can only be equivalent to other exit vertices (i.e., vertices with no successors). represent the control flow graph in this more verbose fashion, we choose to present it in its traditional form but keep its DFA interpretation in mind.
Given this insight, the CRTS question reduces to:
Let
I(G, G I) = L(G)I-1L(G'), the paths for which re-testing is not needed, and let D(G, G I) = L(G) -L(GI)
, the paths for which retesting is needed.
A CRTS algorithm is optimal if, given any path p in I(G, GI), the algorithm reports that p is in I(G, G'). A CRTS algorithm is safe if, given any path p in D(G, GI), the algorithm reports that p is in D(G,G').

To help reason about I(G, G ~) and D(G, G% we define a new graph G" = (V",E"), the intersection graph of G = (V,E,s,x) and G t = (W,EI,sl,xJ)
, which also has a straightforward interpretation as a DFA. 3 This graph can be efficiently constructed from G and G t.
The vertex set V" of G" is simply the cross product of V and W, with two additional vertices:
We use the following relation to help define Ell:
(v,v') ~1 (w,w') =
Equiv(v,v% v --+t w E E and v ~ -+t wl E E I
3G" is essentially an optimized version of a product automaton of G and G I [7] .
The edge set E II is defined in terms of '-->l and the Equiv relation.
Vertex (s,s I) is the entry vertex of G'. We will restrict the vertex and edge sets of G" to be the vertices and edges reachable from 4 Edges are appropriately inserted into E II to reflect whether or not vertices w ~md w' are equivalent, and whether or not w is the exit vertex of G. The algorithm recurses only when w and w I are equivalent and w is not the exit vertex of G. The algorithm also computes the set q~f vertices V~a~ccept from which accept is reachable in G", which will be used later.
The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(IEI. [E'I).
Note that it is not aecessary to store the relation E" explicitly, since it can be derived on demand from V", E and E I. Thus, the space complexity for st~ring the intersection graph (as well "
as Vaccept) is o(Ivl. Iv'l) in th{~ worst case.
CRTS Using Edge Coverage
What is the limit 3f CRTS given that the dynamic information col- We first present the Rothermel/Harrold (RH) algorithm, restated in terms of the intersection graph. We then present three new algorithms, culminating in an edge-optimal algorithm. Figure 3 illustrates what the RH algorithm and each of the four algorithms does, using the intersection graph. 6 Each picture shows the start vertex (s,s~), and final states reject and accept. The dotted outline represents V~a'cept, the vertices of G" from which accept is reachable.
• The RH algorithm detects whether or not Ep covers an edge incident to reject. If it does not, then path p must be in I(G, GI).
• The partial-reachability algorithm detects whether or not Ep covers a path in the intersection graph from an edge leaving Vffccept to the reject vertex. Again, if no such path exists then p is in I(G, G~). A surprising result is that partiai-reachability of reject can be determined with time and space complexity equivalent to the RH algorithm. This algorithm is more precise than the RH algorithm since it may be the case that Ep contains an edge incident to reject but does not cover a partial path from It re" a vertex in Vaccept to ',Ject.
• The full-reachability algorithm determines whether or not Et~ covers a path from (s, s') to reject. If 
not, then p is in I(G, G').
This algorithm is more precise than the partial-teachability algorithm, but at a greater cost. However, it is still not edgeoptimal.
• The valid-reachability algorithm makes use of a partial order _ on edges in G to rule out certain "invalid" paths. We show that if Pp C_ I(G, G I) then E t, cannot cover a valid reaching path to reject from (s, sl), yielding an edge-optimal algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the time and space complexity for the four algorithms. T represents the set of tests on which G has been run.
All edge-based CRTS algorithms incur a storage cost of O(IEI. IT I)
for the edge coverage information stored for each test in T, which we factor out when discussing the space complexity of these algorithms.
6If s is not equivalent to s r, then I(G, G I) is empty. We assume that all four algorithms initially check this simple condition before proceeding.
The Rothermel-Harrold Algorithm
We now present the RH algorithm in terms of the intersection graph G" = (V", E"). The RH algorithm first computes the set D of control transitions incident to reject (using a synchronous depth-first search of graphs G and G I similar to that in Figure 2 ):
D = {(v,l) I ((v,v I) --+l reject) E E"} Given D and an edge set Ep, the RH algorithm then operates as follows: IfEp IqD = 0 then path p must be in I(G,G t) since it contains no transition from D, which is required for p to be in D(G, GI). Otherwise, conservatively assume that p is in D(G, GI).
Consider the intersection graph of Figure 1 . For this graph, D = {(C,t), (C,f)}. Since every path from A to X in graph G contains one of these transitions, the RH algorithm will require all tests to be rerun on Gq However, in this example, for any path p in I(G, GI), Pp C_ I(G, Gt), so the RH algorithm is not edge-optimal. Consider such a path
p = [A,f,C,t,W,e,X]
The transitions of G" covered by Ep are shown as bold edges in programs (141-512 lines of code, 132 modified versions) and one larger program G9,000 lines of code, 5 modified versions), and found that the mldtiply-visited vertex condition did not occur for these programs ard their versions [12] . Further experimentation is clearly needed on larger and more diverse sets of programs to see how often this cm~dition arises.
The Partial-reachability Algorithm
Let us reconsider the example of Figure 1 . The dotted outline in graph G" shows t:le set V~'ccepr The only transition leaving this set is (A,t). Any pa'h leading to reject must include this transition.
Thus, if this transi tion is not in Ep then p must be in I(G, Gt), as is the case with path p = [A,f,C,t,W,E,X]
which has Ep ---{ A, f), (C,t), (W,e)}. Consider the projEction of Ep onto the edge set of G":
E'~ = {((v,v'),l) E En I (v,l) E Ep}
and the graph G~:--(V",/~j~) that results (the edges of E~ are shown in bold in Figure 1 ). 1i is straightforward to see that, in general, for any edge v" --+ w:' in GT, either accept or reject must be reachable from w" in GT. Therefore, for an edge v" --+ w" in G~, if v" is This observation lzads to the partial-reachability algorithm which has time and space complexity identical to that of the RH algorithm, yet is more precis z. 'This algorithm does not require construction of G~, but is able to determine whether or not reject is partiallyreachable from an edge leaving V~lccepr Similar to the RI-algorithm, this algorithm first computes a set Dreject of transitior.s in G using the intersection graph: 
Oreject ~" t (v~l) I ((v, v~) ")'l wn) E E",
II It tt (V,Y t) E Vaccept,W f[ Vaccept }
(G, GI).
It is easy to see that the partial-reachability algorithm subsumes the RH algorithm, since whenever Ep NDreject is not empty, Ep MD also will not be empty. Stated another way, whenever the RH algorithm reports that p is in I(G, G'), the partiai-reachability algorithm will report the same.
As shown in Figure 2 , the set Watccept can be determined during simply requires visiting every edge e" in E" to determine if e" leaves V~ccepr If so, then the transition e in G corresponding to e" is added to Dreject. Once Dreject has been computed, the rest of the algorithm is identical to the RH algorithm: for each test in T, check whether or not the set of edges covered by the test has an edge in Dreject. Thus, the time and space complexity of this algorithm is identical to the RH algorithm. Figure 4 shows that the partial-teachability algorithm is not edgeoptimal. In this example, the intersection graph G n has
The Full-reachability Algorithm
D ---Dreject ~-{(C,t)} Thus, for the path p = [A,f,C,t,W,e,X], which is in I(G,G t)
and for which Pp C_ I(G, GI), both the RH algorithm and partialteachability algorithm will fail to report that p is in I(G,G t) since transition (C, t) is covered by path p. Note, however, that in G~ the reject vertex is not reachable from (s, st).
In general, either reject or accept must be reachable from (s,s ~) in G~. The full-teachability algorithm is simple: If reject is not reachable in G~ then p is in I(G, Gt). Otherwise, conservatively assume that p is in D (G, G' ).
Consider graph G in Figure 4 . Any complete path in G containing
G"
A,AI Y accept I Figure 5 : An example that shows that the full-reachability algorithm is not edge-optimal.
the transition (A, f) is in I(G, G t) and, additionally, does not contain the transition (A,t). Therefore, for any such path p, vertex reject is not reachable from vertex (A,A) in G~.
The DFS algorithm in Figure 2 can be easily modified to compute " but must be run for each test in T, the reachability of reject in Gp, resulting in an overall running time of O(IE I • IE'I • ITI). The space complexity remains the same as before.
The Valid-reachability Algorithm: An Edge-optimal Algorithm
As shown in Figure 5 , the full-teachability algorithm is not edgeoptimal. Consider the path
p = [U,E,A,t,A,f,V] in graph G, which is in I(G,G t) and has coverage Ep = {(U,E),(A,t),(A,f)}. Every path in G that covers exactly these transitions is in I(G, G').
Nonetheless, the projection of Ep onto G" yields a graph in which reject is reachable from (U,U) via the path
However, notice that for any path in graph G that includes both the transitions (A,t) and (A,f), the first occurrence of the transition (A,t) in the path must occur before the first occurrence of (A,f). Therefore, all paths in Pp must have this property, since by definition they cover (A,t), (A,f), and (U,e). While the set of transitions in the path by which reject is reachable in G~ includes (U,e) and (a,f), it does not include (A,t) before (A,f). So, this path cannot be in Pp and should be ignored.
The problem then is that the full-reachability algorithm considers paths that are not in Pp but reach reject in G". By refining the .e notion of reachability, we arrive at an edge-optimal algorithm. We define a partial order on the edges of graph G as follows:
e E f iff for all complete paths p containing both edges e and f, the first instance of e in p precedes the first instance of f in p.
We leave it to the reader to prove that E is indeed a partial order (it is anti-symmetric, transitive, and reflexive). An equivalent but constructive definition of __. follows:
e ___ f iff e dominates f7 or (f is reachable from e, and e is not reachable from f).
The E relation for graph G in Figure 5 is (U,e) EE_ (A,t) E (A,f).
The valid-reachability algorithm is based on the following observation: If a path q contains a transition f E Ep but does not contain a transition e E Ep such that e E f in G, then any path with q as a prefix cannot be a member of Pp. We say that such a path does not respect E.
The valid-reachability algorithm first checks if reject is reachable from (s,s I) in G~. If not, then p is in I(G, Gt), as before. If (s,s t) is reachable, the algorithm computes R", the set of transitions in G~ that are reachable from (s, s t) and from which reject is reachable. It also computes the projection R of these transitions onto G. That is,
R is a subset of Ep. If Ep contains edges e and f such that e ¢ R, f E R and e E f, then the algorithm outputs that p is in
I(G, Gt). Otherwise, the algorithm conservatively assumes that p is in D( G, G~).
It is straightforward to show that the valid-reachability algorithm is safe. The following theorem shows that it is also edge-optimal:
Theorem 3 Given graphs G and G t and their intersection graph G". If Pp C I( G, G t) for any complete path p in G, then either • reject is not reachable from (s,s ~) in G~, or • 3{e,f}C_Eps.t. eE_f,e•R, fER
Proof" If reject is not reachable in G~ then we are done. Instead, suppose that reject is reachable from (s,s t) in G~. Furthermore, assume that for all f E R and e E Ep, if e E f in G t~en e E R. Given these assumptions, we will show that there is a complete path q in D( G, G t) such that Eq = Ep, contradicting our initial assumption that all paths with edge coverage equal to Ep are in I(G, Gt).
There are two parts to the proof: 1. show that there is a path ql in G from entry to v that covers only transitions from R, respects E and 7An edge e dominates edge f in graph G if every path from s to f in G contains e. The existence of 9ath ql follows from the closure property of R with respect to _ :if f E R, e E Ep and e E f then e E R), and the fact that R is the p-ojection of R", the transitions by which reject is reachable from (s, s I) in G~.
We now show the existence of path q2. Let e be the last edge in path q]. Since E, is the edge coverage of a complete path p, it follows that for all edges e and f in Ep, either f is reachable from e in G via transition; in Ep or e is reachable from f via transitions in Ep. Since the patlr ql respects _, it also follows that for all edges f in Ep -Eql, either e ~ f or e and f cannot be related by _. In the former case, f is reachable from e via transitions in Ep. In the latter case, edges e and f are not related by E, so it follows that e and f must both I:e reachable from the other via transitions in Ep, completing our pro ~of. 
CRTS Ushag Path Coverage
q= [V,e,A,t,A,t,A,f , V]
Thus, it is impossible to determine whether a path in I(G, G') or in D( G, G ~) produced the edge set Ep.
We consider how the path profiling technique of Ammons/Bali/Larus (ABL) [2] applied to the graphs in Figure 6 can separate the paths p and q. The ABL algorithm decomposes a control flow graph into acyclic paths based on the backedges identified by a depth-first search from s. Suppose that v ~ w is a backedge. The ABL decomposition yields four classes of paths: Graph G has backedge A ~t A. Applying the ABL decomposition to graph G in Figure 6 yields a total of four paths (corresponding to the four types listed above):
Pl = [U,~.,A,f,V] P3 = [A,t,A] P2 = [U,e,A,t,A] P4 = [A,f,V]
The ABL algorithm inserts instrumentation into program P to track whether or not each of these four paths is covered in an execution. Recall the paths p and q that got edge-based CRTS into trouble. Path p is composed of the paths P2 followed by P4, so ABL will record that only these two paths are covered when p executes. On the other hand, the path q is composed of P2, followed by P3, followed by P4. Thus, for this example where edge coverage could not distinguish the two paths, the ABL path coverage does.
As mentioned in the introduction, an adversary can create a graph G t such that any control-flow-based RTS algorithm that records less than the complete path executed through G will be unable to distinguish a path in I(G,G ~) from a path in D (G, Gt) . This is only true if G contains cycles, as it does in our example
In the example from Figure 6 , we can defeat the ABL path coverage by adding another if-then conditional (with basic block A) around the outermost conditional in program P~. Now, the path
q = [U,e,A,t,A,t,A,f,V]
is in I(G, G') and the path in which (A,t) occurs one more time,
r = [U,e,A,t,A,t,A,t,A,f,V]
is in D(G, G~). However, both these paths cover exactly the set of ABL paths {P2,P3,P4}, so they will not be distinguished unless longer paths are tracked. For any cutoff chosen, we can add another level of nesting and achieve the same effect.
Related Work
Rothermel and Harrold define a framework for comparing different regression test selection methods [11] , based on four characteristics:
• Inclusiveness, the ability to choose modification revealing tests (paths in D(G, G')); • Precision, the'ability to eliminate or exclude tests that will not reveal behavioral differences (paths in I(G, G~)); • Efficiency, the space and time requirements of the method, and • Generality, the applicability of the method to different classes of languages, modifications, etc.
Our approach shares many similarities with the RH algorithm. The three reachability algorithms are based on control flow analysis and edge coverage. The partial-reachability algorithm is just a,s inclusive as the RH algorithm but is more precise with equivalent efficiency. The full-reachability and valid-reachability algorithms are even more precise, but at a greater cost. We have not yet considered how to generalize our algorithms to handle interprocedural control flow, as they have done.
Rothermel shows that the problem of determining whether or not a new program is "modification-traversing" with respect to an old program and a test t is PSPACE-hard [10] . Intuitively, this is because the problem involves tracing the paths that the programs execute and the paths can have size exponential in the input program" size (or worse). Of course, given a complete path through an old program and a new program, it is a linear-time decision procedure to determine if the new program contains the path. However, this defines away the real problem: that the size of the path can be unbounded. We have considered the best a CRTS algorithm can do when the amount of information recorded about a program's execution is O(E) (edge coverage) or exponential in the number of edges (ABL path coverage).
Summary
We have formalized control-flow-based regression test selection using finite automata theory and the intersection graph. The partialreachability algorithm has time and space complexity equivalent to the best previously known algorithm, but is more precise. In addition, we defined a strong optimality condition for edge-based regression test selection algorithms and demonstrated an algorithm (valid-reachability) that is edge-optimal. Finally, we considered how path coverage can be used to further improve regression test selection.
A crucial question on which the practical relevance of our work hinges is whether or not the "multiply-visited" vertex condition defined by Rothermel and Harrold occurs in practice. For versions of programs that do not have this condition, the RH algorithm is optimal. When this condition does occur, as we have shown, the RH algorithm is not even edge-optimal. We plan to analyze the extensive version control repositories of systems in Lucent [3] to address this question.
